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1. Wprowadzenie

 Kopernik, 

ks. prof. Giulio Maspero

Fraktale kwantowe i ojcowie kapadoccy: 
porównanie i korespondencja w wiedzy o wszechświecie
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Kopernikowi

Franciszek.
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, South  

6  
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

2. Kopernik i Galileusz
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Jest to zgodne z pochodzeniem samego Kopernika, którego stosunek 

 

natychmiastowa:

z cenzury 

 Grzegorza 

temat statusu heliocentryzmu. Jednak dopiero odkrycia dokonane 

11

De 

 Tak pisze 

wielki polski naukowiec i humanista:

11 
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

.  Galileusz zaczyna od samej 

przedmowy Kopernika,16

 

, 

16 
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esencji:

lepsze rozumowanie w innych, bardziej kontrowersyjnych warunkach 

prowadzi do autentycznej wiedzy o naturze zapisanej w liczbach: 

 Galileo Galilei, .
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

ciemny labirynt.  

dynamiki , szczególnie w biologii.

 Galileo Galilei, 

 Por. H. Jürgens, H., O. Peitgen, D. Saupe, 

 Por. K. Falconer, 
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i oscylacje w EKG.

,

istnienia wspólnego .

3. Fraktale kwantowe

: , w , A. Bunde, S.  

 Por. R.P. Feynman, , 
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

, jak o tym mówi Kopernik. Stanowisko 

Bardzo niewielka przyczyna, która nam umyka, determinuje znaczny 

 

 s. 11
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, czyli zjawiska, w którym 

Science: 
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

w materii.

 

 

 

 

 Bertuglia, F. Vaio, 
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:

wówczas 

 Takie ograniczenie 

gnoseologiczne nie jest zaskoczeniem z perspektywy teologicznej.

 

 Por. F. Haake, 

: , Berlin  

 Physica  
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

4. Ojcowie kapadoccy

, 

 Pomimo znalezienia wielu 

 Jednak 

.

zarówno znaczenie , jak i i .  

 

, ale mówi, 

 Por. Arystoteles, 

 

 Jamblich, 

 

: ,  
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potencjalnie 

w kategoriach czasu:

w przeciwnym kierunku, i kolisty ruch zwany zodiakiem, wpisany 

 i jest swego 

 w 

, w ,  

.
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

, 

jest Bóg, jak i gdy jest nim stworzenie, jest zawsze obserwacja ich istnienia. 
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historycznego na podstawie samej logiki.

 

 R. Sorensen, ,  
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

w obronie pozycji Parmenidesa,

 

 

kapadockich zwolennikom Eunomiusza. Ci ostatni oparli swoje stanowisko 

 

 Por. A. Rüstow, : , 

  

 Por. Sorensen, 

 Por. Klemens Aleksandryjski, w 

 

 Por. A. Spira, 

 

 

,
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pustka, ontologiczna luka, która usuwa bóstwo w jego immanentnym 

 W tej perspektywie 

 

Ojcem a Synem.61 Ta kategoria

 

 Bazyli Wielki, 

 

 

61  Por. 

 Por. T.P. Verghese, , w 

, w 
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

Ojca 

 

konsekwencja tej , która wyklucza jakikolwiek wymiar uczestnictwa. 

Jamblicha: 

 Bazyli Wielki, 
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struktury,66

 

 

66  
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

.

: jakakolwiek orzekana 

granicy.

 Grzegorza 

natury. 

 

.   
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tomie . 

 

 :

, .

 Por. Sorensen, 
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KS. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

6. Wnioski

kwantowych, jako szczególny przypadek relacyjnego wymiaru koniecznego 
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 Ontologia 

w procesie pomiaru kwantowego:

 

 i pozorne niepowodzenia, które 

 otwartymi na 

 

 

.

 Por. J. Ratzinger, 



A

C D

B
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Christopher M. Graney

Kopernik i wszechświat gwiazd 

1
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY
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 napisane 

w swoim 

6

niebieskich, Augustyn konkluduje:

:

, J. Olszewski  

 w 
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

 w zagadnieniu 

wszystko, co jest im nieznane. Astronomia jest bowiem nie tylko 

,

,
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nauczyciela zarówno nieuczonych i nieokrzesanych, jak i uczonych, 

11

. 

 w 

11 Jan Kalwin,  w 

, 

,  
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

z tego samego powodu, dla którego 

. 

Saturna, jest jeszcze ogromnie 

gwiazd.
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gwiazdy olbrzymami:

 

 i 

odrzucony przez wszystkie strony.16

 

:  

 . 

16  R. Hooke, 
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

 

  

,  
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mocy.

:

 Van Helden, 
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

opublikowano obserwacje Jeremiaha Horrocksa, 

pozorne rozmiary gwiazd.

Jednak przed Horrocksem, Huygensem i Hookem astronomowie 

Gwiazda widziana przez te



41

po 

 J. Kepler, 
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

jak my.

. Ayala,  

 B. de Fontenelle, 

 Fontenelle,
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do czasu opublikowania

 Kwestia tego, 

 w: :

,

.

 Graney, 
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

uzyskanych przez niego wyników.

,  

,

 

 numerów stron.

.

,  

,
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 Wszystkie one 

 

 Graney, 
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Dr n. med. Jeremy Brown

Voyager 1, niecentryczność świata 
i żydowskie poszukiwanie sensu 
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DR N. MED. JEREMY BROWN

rabina Dawida Gansa, 
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innymi, z których wszyscy byli uczonymi w dziedzinie astrologii 

gwiazd. 

natychmiast zapisywana w godzinach i minutach, do czego 

Oto pierwsza wzmianka o Koperniku w literaturze hebrajskiej, 
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DR N. MED. JEREMY BROWN

 

Gansa.

z Galileuszem:



51

, Delmedigo 

, jak i w Polsce, 
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DR N. MED. JEREMY BROWN

De 



53

w ogóle, za swoje próby wprowadzenia nowego programu szkolenia 



54

DR N. MED. JEREMY BROWN

 to historyczny 

wieku.

, 

model ten nie jest ani wyprowadzony, ani poparty. Jest raczej traktowany jako 



55

 

podstawie jakiegokolwiek stwierdzenia agadycznego, o ile zasada 

ta jest dobrze uzasadniona, logiczna i zgodna z obserwacjami 
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DR N. MED. JEREMY BROWN

 

Stwórcy
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nas przed nami samymi.
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Ks. prof. Javier Sánchez-Cañizares 

Osobliwy wszechświat: 
ostateczna rewolucja kopernikańska 
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KS. PROF. JAVIER SÁNCHEZ-CAÑIZARES

 

 

 
 



61

naukowa

multiwersum.1

Co ciekawe, ten stan znacznego oddalenia od równowagi 

 multiwersów.
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KS. PROF. JAVIER SÁNCHEZ-CAÑIZARES

dekoherencja.

interakcji jest ograniczony i ogranicza wybór wykrywalnych obserwabli. 
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6

,  
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KS. PROF. JAVIER SÁNCHEZ-CAÑIZARES

poszczególnych systemów zachowuje swój osobliwy charakter. Punkt ten 

interakcje energetyczne, rozszerzenie przestrzenne lub czas trwania. Ale takie 

 



65

11

ostatecznym determinantem

 Cambridge  
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KS. PROF. JAVIER SÁNCHEZ-CAÑIZARES

pozostaje niewykrywalna w ramach procesów naturalnych.

 w , red. G.  
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wyraz transcendencji i immanencji Trójjedynego Boga w Jego stworzeniu.

16

 

 

16 
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KS. PROF. JAVIER SÁNCHEZ-CAÑIZARES

 

stworzenia, pozostaje On ukryty przed czystym ludzkim rozumowaniem 



69

wygodnymi konstruktami epistemicznymi zaprojektowanymi w celu opisania 

naszej percepcji.



Syna, a tym samym do uczestnictwa w wiecznej wspólnocie Syna z Ojcem. 

 Podczas gdy nauka i teologia 



71

dowodu. Jezus Chrystus jest centrum ludzkiej historii.1

Ks. prof. dr hab. Michał Heller  

Kwestia kopernikańska w teologii: 
czy teologia musi być geocentryczna? 



72

czeka na potwierdzenie.

 galaktyk.  

ta jest powszechnie stosowana w konstrukcji standardowych modeli 

jednego paradygmatu naukowego innym, a druga na ponownej ocenie 

, 

.
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.

. To 

kosmicznej.
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inteligentne istoty, brzmi: 

tradycyjne problemy teologiczne.

4.1. Cel stworzenia
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Analogiczna sytuacja ma miejsce w przypadku rozumienia Biblii. 

6

analizowana przez Kietha Warda: 

, Cambridge  
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dziennikarzowi przez br. Guya Consolmagno:

 



*
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Blumenberga. Chodzi o 1 oraz 

. Te dwa 

w zasadniczym i podstawowym studium na temat sekularyzacji chodzi 

Geneza

zagadnienia widzianego z dwóch innych punktów widzenia. Chodzi o to, 

1   H. Blumenberg,  Warszawa  

,  

Ks dr. hab. Robert. J. Woźniak

Hans Blumenberg czyta Kopernika
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Hans Blumenberg czyta Kopernika.

radykalnym odnowieniem gnostycyzmu, jego nowym atakiem. Broni on 

Blumenbergowi: 

.
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6 

 Blumenberg 

nie oznacza jakiejkolwiek postaci ateizmu.
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Hans Blumenberg czyta Kopernika.

ateistyczna.

. 

Jest ona 

, in H. Blumenberg, .
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pojmowania rozwoju rozumienia i wiedzy w kategoriach rewolucji. Jakie 

11

standardowego rozumienia dziedzictwa Blumenberga w kategoriach 

 

rozwoju wiedzy, nauki i kultury.

 

 Blumenberg, 

.
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Hans Blumenberg czyta Kopernika.

teologii w ramach tego kontinuum.

Blumenberg dostrzega w ramach patrystycznej 

 

spoza niego.
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jest oczywista.  

W kategoriach Blumenberga to z czym mamy tu do czynienia to brak 

.

sposób:

Ostatecznie chodzi o:

pracy.16 

16  Blumenberg, 
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Hans Blumenberg czyta Kopernika.

w stosunku do niego. 
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maksymalizacji teologii do jej minimalizacji.

.

,
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Hans Blumenberg czyta Kopernika.

3. Dwa syntetyczne wnioski

.

raczej na niedostatki poprzednich epok. W ten sposób Blumenberg nie 

Blumenberga stawia nas w obliczu pytania o miejsce arystotelizmu 



wyczerpywania opisu zjawisk naturalnych bez jednoczesnej utraty swojej 
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Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison  

 

A Copernican Question in Theology:  
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but seeks it out and has trust in it.  

 

. The Holy 
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1

1. Introduction

 laus Copernicus, 

Rev. Prof. Giulio Maspero

Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison 
and Correspondence in the Knowledge of the Universe
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Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison and Correspondence in the Knowledge of the Universe

it. This highlights the intimate relationship between knowledge and wonder.  

 spans 

 

6 

th

,  
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REV. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

with the transition to a representation that only indicates probabilities, in 

the real with respect to the conceptual reduction by the human being, a trace 

2. Copernicus and Galileo

th
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Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison and Correspondence in the Knowledge of the Universe

 

 and in 

 

problem became a crisis.11

De 

point is the discrepancies in astronomical calculations, which were also 

 Thus, the great Polish scientist and humanist writes:

 

11 
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REV. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

principle .
16

This reading proposal might come as a surprise, because traditionally the 

Velseri on the sunspots:

the natural sciences is based on the presupposition that there exist precise 

. 

Clearly, the research is limited in that science has to exclude  all the 

, i.e. it is the source 

a bridge or a building, but it can say nothing about the reason or the internal 

Galileo wrote on the essences:

For, either we wish by speculating to penetrate the true and intrinsic 

 

16 
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Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison and Correspondence in the Knowledge of the Universe

and their disappearance, they cannot be apprehended by us, and 

there are then tools which enable us to philosophise better within 

 

without which means it is impossible to understand the words in 

labyrinth.  

 Galileo Galilei,  in OGG,  

 Galileo Galilei, 
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th

,

 

particularly in biology.

ECGs.

the world to a great chessboard on which the gods play chess while we 

Flammarion, Parigi  
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a common 

.

th

the beings which compose it, were additionally so large as to subject 
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and the past would be present to its eyes.

 that 

th th
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the 

 

The point is that the systems which present these characteristics are not an 

the beginning.

reality is not written in rational numbers and is not continuous. To determine 

and number.

, Princeton  
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REV. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

result that it becomes impossible to determine at the same time their position 

 An exact knowledge 

 but can be known only 

studied.

both theoretical and experimental research, is what happens to a system 

presenting  

 

, Cambridge  
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Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison and Correspondence in the Knowledge of the Universe

the present contribution illustrate the phenomenon: the classical probability 

the same gnoseological limit inherent in the real which we can know only 

 Such a gnoseological limit is no surprise 

4. The Cappadocians

, 

is in a precise way, that is with numbers.

  

Physica D:  

,  
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REV. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

th

th century B.C., was outlawed,  according to 

a tradition also cited by Copernicus.

to illogical in that the  and 

and .  

theological thought. 

th

discipline.

realm which was already known to the philosophers, whereas there is no 

by a 

that the realities which belong to the created ontology cannot be understood 

,  
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Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison and Correspondence in the Knowledge of the Universe

and the ontological abyss between the Creator and the creature imply that 

word and the corresponding were understood according to their 

creature. This doctrine was called 

demonstrate 

With pungent irony, Gregory replies to Eunomius that it is crazy to think to 
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REV. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

 

 

 

 

 

 

the tree had not been planted or that it belonged to a plantation, has 

not understood what He is.

5. The Liar’s Truth
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Thus, the logical argument reiterated by the Cappadocians in their response 

Eubulides.

philosophical tradition, which is later taken up in the Stoic sphere,  through 

which it probably reached the Cappadocians. Eubulides operated simply 

 using the paradox to cause 

and time. 

 shows the connection 

 R. Sorensen, ,  

 A. Rüstow, : , , Garland Publishing  

 

  Clarendon Press,  

  Sorensen, 
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REV. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

ancient world,  it does not manage to escape the aporia. That is why it is 

The relationship between time and eternity is central also in Cappadocian 

Eunomians. The latter based their theological position on two principles: 

correspondence between being and names in such a way that the Father, as 

 Between 

 The relationship between 
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Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison and Correspondence in the Knowledge of the Universe

 

also ontologically, the one is together with the other and 

describes the Arian doctrine as sophism.  He thoroughly excludes that there 

the Son.61 This category  was to become central in the ontological distinction 

with the latter:

 Thus, 

this  which excludes any participatory dimension. This response 

 Basil, 

 

61 

  and   

 

 Basil, 
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proposal will deepen the logical dimension inherent in the ontological 

distinction between time and eternity.
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Quantum Fractals and the Cappadocians: comparison and Correspondence in the Knowledge of the Universe

66 in 

the Trinity in concepts and in the necessary and necessitating logic which 

characterises creaturely knowledge: 

   

triune God with apophaticism and .

demonstrated also by the  

66 

 in 
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REV. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

As the discussion continues, the debate takes on an extremely interesting 

logical dimension because, as already in the 

dimension emerges explicitly:

we shall not admit both. But this is not possible: since by lying he is 

telling the truth, or else he is telling the truth with a lie. And this is 

that your ingenuity is shown to be empty.
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Turing,

 

incompleteness theorem.

6. Conclusion

that are more complex and imply the probabilistic dimension. This rather 

th

  Sorensen, 
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REV. PROF. GIULIO MASPERO

 which, in the theological 

th 
th.

epistemology is not limited to physics and theology, but has already been 

such as sociology and psychology.  

, linked analogically the 



 

 which are open 

intense contact with the relational dimension and so with that deepest realm 

 

 

A B
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Christopher M. Graney

Copernicus and the Universe of Stars 

moon:

And it was so done. And God made two great lights: a greater light to 
1

well.

But the sun, moon, and stars are not just lights on a dome. The most basic 
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

stars. As he put it in his book, the ,
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Copernicus and the Universe of Stars 

 

6

Augustine concludes:

, in  
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

moon, as when it is being illuminated by its presence.

Genesis account regarding the lights. Among these, he notes,

 Further, as astronomers say, there are many stars larger than 

described as the .

His answer to this:

 As Chrysostom says, the two lights are called great, 

is greater.

without instruction, all ordinary persons, endued with common sense, 
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Copernicus and the Universe of Stars 

located just beyond Saturn, and since 

to the eye Saturn looks like many a star, 

apparently small lights in the sky must 

true bulk. 

11 where 

and.... would rather speak childishly 

than unintelligibly to the humble and 

11 
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

who praised astronomy and astronomers generally, dismissed the idea that 

. 

There he wrote:

 must be like a point compared to stellar distances. 

  

, C. G. Wallis, trans.  
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Copernicus and the Universe of Stars 

stars.

16

 

 and 

seem so improbable, as to be rejected by all parties.

16 

 sun, moon, and stars circled the Earth while the planets circled the sun—a hypothesis  

 

 example, that Venus circled the sun. On Kepler and giant stars, see Christopher 

 Graney, 

 

  

 Robert Hooke,    

 Galileo Galilei, 
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had said that stars were other suns orbited by other earths, Kepler added 

 

Star

by it—the same endures, as was built. Then comes this our little ball, 

 

 Johannes Kepler,  E. Rosen,  
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Copernicus and the Universe of Stars 

bodies which we call the animals. What smaller than these is able 

be small.

 

telescope in the daytime appeared greatly reduced in apparent size. These 

 Van Helden, 
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

in the immense stars that God had made, while 

insultingly dismiss the Copernican system and 

thing that all parties should reject—choosing 

huge stars. But no astronomer who could make 

basic calculations, could deny that giant stars 

other suns, all circled by other inhabited earths. 

But, as Kepler strenuously emphasized, the idea that stars were other suns 

.

A star as seen through a small 
aperture telescope, as recorded 

 
Treatises on Physical Astronomy,  

 

 
telescopic astronomers took such 
images to be the true physical  
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Copernicus and the Universe of Stars 

the more crowded they are, the stronger becomes my argument against the 

earths. 

a Countess. The two discussed how the moon must be inhabited, because 

it is like the Earth, and the planets, too, because they are like the moon. The 

 Kepler, 

 Fontenelle,
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 was published, 

other astronomers.

 Fontenelle,
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Copernicus and the Universe of Stars 

showed that all stars had to be giant compared to the sun—that they were 

not other suns.  

 

 page numbers.

.
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CHRISTOPHER M. GRANEY

bodies.

. She continued:

powered, incandescent, gas globes.  

still holds true. There actually are enormous stars, comparable in size to the 

  

 

 

 



the solar system. 

Other planets are not all like our Earth. Other stars are not all like our sun. 

Again, consider 

Consider reputable astronomers arguing that objects passing through 

time supported—

through Copernicus and Kepler, bypassing Bruno and Fontenelle and the 

talk.
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and one particular place. This rabbi was responding to perhaps the most 

There is a chapter about Copernican thought and the decentralized Jews in 

nineteenth century, the Jewish Copernicans made considerable headway, 

happening in the Jewish intellectual world with what was taking place in at 

Jeremy Brown, MD

Voyager 1, The Uncentering of the World, 
and the Jewish Search for Meaning 
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Voyager 1, The Uncentering of the World, and the Jewish Search for Meaning

a book called 

because it seemed like the right thing to do. 

scholar Tycho Brahe. He was a scientist and learned in astronomy, 

and a man who is a prince among his people. The Emperor installed 
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JEREMY BROWN, MD

just with the planets but also with the stars, recognizing each by its 

name. When each star would cross the meridian its position would 

experts. This position would then immediately be transcribed into 
 

by a Jew or Gentile.

 the leading 

deeply into this science, and using his sharp mind has set his heart 

and wise Pythagoras and his school. The learned Copernicus wrote 

 ... This 

Although Gans praised Tycho and Copernicus, the astronomy described in his 

book is classically Ptolemaic, and Gans did not state his position regarding 
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Voyager 1, The Uncentering of the World, and the Jewish Search for Meaning

also mentioned the Copernican model without trying to explain its details or 

astronomy, mathematics, natural science, and medicine. And there he was 

im, Delmedigo wrote that 

magnetism…
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JEREMY BROWN, MD

crowning me with honor and praise ... disturbing my serious work. For 

To better appreciate just how improbable it was that Delmedigo should 

the Amsterdam Athenaeum. Some six years later and twenty miles to the 

and early eighteenth centuries. This opposition was initially based on both 

Elim
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Voyager 1, The Uncentering of the World, and the Jewish Search for Meaning

Here is how Delmedigo described the new astronomy:

years earlier in his 

that idea continued to resonate.

in 
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JEREMY BROWN, MD

be dedicated to traditional Jewish study. Perhaps Friesenhausen was simply 

axiom, and the third was an autobiography and ethical will.  is 

nineteenth century.

There is no doubt that this is an error. The smallpox inoculation, which 

 that 
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Voyager 1, The Uncentering of the World, and the Jewish Search for Meaning

the Copernican model is correct. Although the title page states that the 

work will outline astronomy according to the Copernican model, this model 

Earth is settled: 

His book was a deeply religious work. 

 explaining the 

Copernican model should be accepted would be disappointed, while those 

How did Friesnhausen deal with some rabbinic passages in the Talmud 

statements at odds with modern astronomy, while others would make them 

astronomy. 
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JEREMY BROWN, MD

astronomy was a young discipline, and there was much that remained to be 

 Friesenhausen described 

the solar system, using, as we noted earlier, an argument based entirely on 

only 

Venus rejoice
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Voyager 1, The Uncentering of the World, and the Jewish Search for Meaning

by pointing the camera on 

sped beyond Saturn. 

Sagan, 

spiritual arrogance: 



inhabitants created, so that God may do good to them all, together 

 was one in 

Jewish people had a task to do: to keep the Torah so that God would do good 
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1. Introduction. The Modern Revolutions

contrary, our cherished world is just one planet among others, spinning 

another occasion.

Rev. prof. Javier Sánchez-Cañizares

A Singular Universe: 
The Ultimate Copernican Revolution 
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complexity or turns out to be just cyclical.

human psychology, its implications are still taking shape, especially in light 

in some complex natural processes.
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1 What 

Roger Penrose has estimated the entropy at the Big Bang, drawing upon the 

 

rather broad considerations.
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 Such a problem is closely related to the Quantum 

occurs.

6

argumentation. The ultimate link in humans between the neural correlates 
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basis.

logical escape would entail embracing superdeterminism.

interconnection between these two realms.

as typical energy interactions, spatial extension, or time duration. But such 
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This issue becomes particularly acute when dealing with complex dynamical 

11 
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3. The God of Singulars. The Theological Perspective

Such singularity means that God is the ultimate determiner  in each natural 

harmoniously combines plurality and unity in creation without compromising 

processes.
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immanence within His creation.

16

new things emerge step by step that we cannot reduce to already existent 
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4. Recapitulation and Conclusions

knowledge.

epistemic constructs designed to describe our perceptions.



communion.

 

While science and theology represent two distinct human pursuits, they can 
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1 His coming was announced and prepared by the 

circulation until recently. There was no doubt that our planetary system, 

Rev. Prof. Michał Heller    

A Copernican Question in Theology: 
Dœs Theology Have to Be Geocentric? 
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th

than one planet. There are many more potential candidates yet to be 

 galaxies 
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cosmic loneliness. 
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A Copernican Question in Theology: Does Theology Have to Be Geocentric? 

and isotropic, i.e. there are no distinguished directions in space. Since space 

only in cosmological discussions but also in a broader social reception. The 
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to be brought into existence to deal with it.

intelligences still remains beyond the horizon. Our current knowledge allows 

estimates .

. This is an unimaginably large 

light at the traditional theological problems.
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A Copernican Question in Theology: Does Theology Have to Be Geocentric? 

4.1. The goal of creation

in the biblical text because in his speech to man, God enumerates so many 
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was notoriously used in biological sciences. While modern physics was 

a methodological rule.
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4.2. To baptise an extraterrestrial

magisterium were generally a response to current disputes, errors or 

An analogous situation occurs when it comes to understanding the Bible. 

philology, exegesis, hermeneutics, biblical archaeology and other auxiliary 
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6

untranslatable.

Kieth Ward: 

God is truly Father, Son, and Holy Spirit as God truly relates to human 

 

, Cambrdige  
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separate consideration.

remains a deep clash with modern thinking.

 

 



*

to us unlimited horizons, reaching beyond the cosmos and earthly history.
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are 1 and . 

such an independent man to God.

Rev. Robert J. Woźniak, PhD 

Hans Blumenberg Interprets Copernicus
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German philosopher disagrees with the widespread claim that modernity is 

presupposed a dualism rejecting materiality and worldliness, it was only 

nominalism and its presupposed pull to know things that contributed to its 

Christianity.6

so much because he replaced one world model with another, and 

thus showed by example what radical incisions into the substance 

 

 and the   
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no longer to be any boundary to attainable knowledge, and thus to 

in cosmology, sent Aristotelian physics into retirement.  

interpretations, sees in the brilliant astronomer and thinker, the beginning 

interrelated sources: humanism and nominalism. Copernicus, inspired by the 
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not be at all presuppositional atheistic.

2. The Genesis of Copernican Worldview Between 

 attempt to describe 
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11

 This may come as a surprise to someone who 

 

knowledge, science and culture.

other. Here we are particularly interested in how Blumenberg understands 

11 
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Already in  

supposed to possess the most sublime regularity, because it represented 
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16

 

time suggested to theologians, with cautious words, that God could 
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the insistence, which had become acute, on the almost anecdotal 

starting point one can anticipate the tendency toward the principle 

to its minimalization.
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a continuation rather than a rupture. He recognized the importance and 

time a science that can undoubtedly be called modern.

3. Two synthetic conclusions

science the other to theology.



 to secularization 

Copernicus and modernity.

theological premise no longer determines all knowledge about the world in 

all its aspects. Theological concepts do not tend to exhaust the description 
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